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Investigators at our institution were reluctant to utilize ventilated caging systems for their 
breeding colonies based on subjective information from colleagues. Some of the breeding 
problems they were concerned about included reduced litter size, early pup mortality, and 
infertility as a result of the use of ventilated caging systems. In order to alleviate the investigators 
concerns, the study was designed to provide objective reproductive performance data for two 
ventilated cage systems (A and B) and a standard static micro-isolator caging system. Breeding 
pairs (n = 25) of 4- to 6-week-old FVB and C57BL/6 mice were placed into each cage type. 
Reproductive performance was evaluated by the total number of pups born, number of pups per 
litter, and average pup mortality rate over a 16-week period. The number of pups in each cage 
unit was recorded at birth, 3, 7, 14 and 21 days. Reproductive performance in all cage systems 
was significantly better in the FVB strain (mean: 24 offspring during 14 weeks) than in the B6 
strain (mean: 14 offspring during 16 weeks) of mice, similar to what other reports have 
published. Although system “A” had a higher mean pup production per caging unit for both 
strains, there was no statistically significant differences in the number of generations or litter size 
between the cage systems. Pup mortality varied from a mean of 7.1-13.2% per cage unit with 
no significant interactions between caging system or mouse strain. These findings helped us 
determine the choice of caging system for our breeding colonies and provided valuable objective 
data to the investigators on the breeding performance of FVB and B6 mice in several different 
caging systems. 


